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Miguel: Before everything else, I’d like to begin

by thanking all the groups who have helped us and

hosted us in the United States, especially for listen-

ing to us and sharing what we’ve had to say. We’ve

also learned a lot from you.

The organization called CASAL, the Committee

for Social Action in Latin America, is the group with

whom we work. They began their work in Monte-

verde, Costa Rica, where the majority of people are

from the United States, and although many of them
had spent many years in Costa Rica, they knew very

little about the political situation and even very

little about the geographic situation of Central

America. So we began by studying, first of all, the

political situation, especially in the years when the

first Nicaraguan refugees began arriving during the

war against Somoza. In one meeting we began by

asking what we could do to help the refugees in

their situation. That’s how our first work began.

And that work has grown little by little until now
it involves many people throughout Central

America. We’re trying to visit and spend as much
time as possible with the refugees, visiting and

traveling by the simplest means, usually by bus,

in order to know them better and to understand

more deeply all their problems. Up to date, we
have founded many workshops in the refugee

camps, especially sewing and handicrafts, and we

(Continued on page 43)
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Guest Editorial

“It is not wisdom to be only wise,

and on the inward vision close the eyes,

But it is wisdom to believe the heart.”

Truly spoken, George Santayana.

On August 6, 1984, the 39th anniversary of the

atomic disaster which leveled Hiroshima, I again

visited the Memorial Museum in Peace Park. The

place was hot and humid. However, the spirit of

sadness which pervaded the crowded halls was not

occasioned by climate but by the horrifying

exhibits which surrounded us.

When newsmen asked me their routine question,

“What do you think....?” I could only answer:

“I am beyond the point of thinking. I can only

feel.”

Now I wonder if it may not be necessary for all

people of the world to be brought to the point of

feeling. . . to give up thinking, and planning, even

negotiating, and begin to feel the burden of guilt

for the past and responsibility for the future, before

we can even hope for a peaceful and just world.

I finished my response with one of the few

Japanese phrases I know: “Inoru hei wa” (Let us

pray for peace).

[After receiving this brief and poignant report of

Floyd Schmoe’s recent trip to Hiroshima, the

editor wrote to ask him for further details. A part

of his reply follows, which we want to share with

readers of Friends Bulletin.]

The trip to Hiroshima was fantastic, the August

6 ceremonies solemn and very impressive. I was

made a “Special Honorary Citizen” of the city,

given an eloquent citation and another beautiful

medal, the first American invited to take part in

the ceremonies. Mary McMillan and I carried a

huge wreath to the foot of the monument and

were given standing applause by 50,000 people.

We were in good company—30-40 members of the

Diet, the Prime Minister of Sweden, the head of

state of Nigeria, a member of the British Parliament,

and others.

(Continued on page 55)
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have also begun projects in agriculture. We’ve

travelled and visited the refugees coming in from

the massacres on the Sumpo River. Now we’re

studying how we can channel aid to the displaced

people, the refugees inside El Salvador. Their situ-

ation is the most heart-rending, worse than for the

people in the camps. The same thing is true in

Guatemala.

Molly: It is good to have this contact with the

refugees and to talk to people who have gone

through the worst trying experiences, who have

seen their children and relatives killed before their

eyes and still have maintained a courageous spirit

and above all have practiced the art of living

together under very difficult circumstances. We
were deeply impressed by the. way people have

built up their social life in the camps. They have

formed committees and each committee has a

representative who has to see to it that life is led

in a harmonious way and that, indeed, workshops

are functioning as they should. We have been learn-

ing, receiving more from the refugees than we have

been giving. Sometimes you nearly lose courage

if you see how little you can do in the face of such

an enormous need. But then our thoughts and

our prayers have been answered by this invitation

to come to the United States and to talk about

this. Because
, after all, the impulse for change, in

this seemingly hopeless situation has to come from
here. We in Central America can do very little to

change it. And so we have great hopes that with

the growing interest which we have seen everywhere

in the U.S. and with the growing awareness of the

problems of Central America, this will come about.

The only thing is that time is running out. There

are just a little more than three months before the

elections, so we would impress it upon you to do

everything possible to make people in the States

aware of what is going on in Central America. To
make an effort for people here to learn Spanish,

as much as possible, is also very important. So is

making efforts to let the Sanctuary Movement
here grow, because it is one of the great things,

although the number of people you can help is a

small part of the many many persons who are in

danger of their lives. The only way of changing

this would be to convince the government that

their policies are not right. That is why we’re so

pleased to hear about this commission legislation.

It may be able to change the present laws.

Miguel: You need to understand that the

present crisis, the present conflicts in Central

America, are not of the moment. They come

from as far back as the Spanish conquest. After

that, the commercial contact with Great Britain

was the cause of the pillaging of Latin America.

Until we reach the point where we can say that

Latin America was invaded by the transnational

corporations from the United States and other

countries. It is a process that has taken many
years until it has reached the point that it has

exploded.

I’d like to give an example from El Salvador:

in 1932 there took place a great protest. That

protest was peaceful, was brought about by the

peasants without arms in orderly fashion. It was

ended with blood: approximately 30,000 were

killed. As a result, the people see that they can-

not solve their problems peacefully. That’s why
there was a war in Nicaragua, why we have war

in El Salvador, and the same thing is happening

in Guatemala. The Guatemala affair is rather com-

plicated, too. On much of the land which was

owned by indigenous peoples in Guatemala, petro-

leum and minerals were found. The military first

took advantage of this situation in order to get

their hands on those lands. They had to extermi-

nate the Indian owners. That’s how they were

able to acquire those lands cheaply and then sell

them to the transnational corporations at great

profit. Both petroleum and aluminum sources

were acquired in this manner.

For me it’s very clear that the next country

which is going to explode is Honduras, the poorest

country in Central America. The peasant people

have been very much marginalized. Nowadays
that discontent is growing as the people see them-

selves invaded by militarism: North American

(Continued on page 44)
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troops, the presence of airplanes, airstrips, camps,

and now the building of the training center that

was in Panama and has been transferred to

Honduras. None of this is hidden at all. For

example, the camps are right along public ways.

When you travel through the country by bus, you

see it. The headquarters are built right where you

can see it from the highway. The situation is also

very tense because of the aid which is given to the

ex-Somozans, the Contras, who are paid to attack

Nicaragua from the border of Honduras. Further

sources of tension are military maneuvers in

Honduras where there is more involvement each

year. All of this leads to a situation which is very

serious for the people of Honduras.

I remember an event from my last trip to

Honduras: we were resting for a few days in

Tegucigalpa when the Catholic Bishops made
their declaration. In their homily they said, “The

United States gives us the arms, but Honduras is

going to provide the dead.”

The problem is also getting serious for Costa

Rica which has one of the highest per capita inter-

national debts in the world. The government of

Costa Rica is asking for aid from the United States,

the International Monetary Fund and banks. Every-

one knows that money is not lent without establish-

ing conditions. The conditions the lenders have

given Costa Rica is that they must arm their police.

In Costa Rica the army is prohibited by the

Constitution. Another condition that they tried

to impose on Costa Rica was to send a thousand

National Guardsmen engineers from the United

States to build roads and airfields very close to the

Nicaraguan border. In another way, too, the Costa

Rican government has ignored what the Contras

are doing near the Nicaraguan border. The strategy

is very clear: on the north, Honduras; on the south,

Costa Rica; on the ocean the manuevers of the

American fleet, an attempt to strangle the

Nicaraguan economy. My opinion, rather our per-

sonal opinion, is that U.S. policy has failed. They
had a great opportunity for a possible friend in

Nicaragua, but in the end, we discover, they’ve

made an ememy.

Molly: I want to make an explanation. You might

think that if you came as a North American, or as

a gringo, you would not be welcome, but we are

gringoes just like you! If you come to Costa Rica

and you come as a friend, you are received in a

most cordial way and you’re welcomed every-

where, even now. So if people here want to go

to Nicaragua (I know it’s a big distance), if they

want to see things for themselves, they don’t have

to be afraid of being murdered or treated with

unfriendliness.

Miguel: Now we’re going to look at some slides

and give some information about them. But before

we do that, I want to say that we have some mate-

rials on display out in the hall which are for sale.

The refugees made these things, and all the money
we receive from their sale goes back to the refugees

so they can buy more materials to keep working.

There is nothing worse than to go to a camp like

Mesa Grande which has 12,000 people who have

nothing to do. We always try to sell some of their

products and collect more money for them.

This is a map of the countries of Central America

Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua and

Costa Rica.

This is a picture of Nicaraguan students prepar-

ing themselves for the adult literacy campaign.

Each one of them would then teach 20-30 more.

It was called the “Multiplication Campaign,”

because each one who was taught went out into

the villages, the fields and countrysides to teach

more adults. The same process was used for the

health campaign which was used to vaccinate

against polio, whooping cough, etc. People were

also taught how to build latrines. These were

successful campaigns and had great impact.

This picture is of El Salvador. You can see a

helicopter carrying arms for an attack against the

guerrillas or to destroy a town.

Here you can see children who are used to har-

vest cotton in El Salvador. Children go to work

alongside their parents, because they are paid very

little and it’s not enough to live on.

Here you can see a coffee plantation which is
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very close to the Salvadoran border. In the very

center in the sky you can see a helicopter from

the Honduran army flying over the camp. At the

same time, they are watching the border so they

can tell the Salvadoran army if they see any

guerrillas moving.

In this picture you can see how the peasants,

the campesinos, work both in El Salvador and in

Guatemala. For the large plantation owners, it

turns out to be much more profitable to use

peasants and hand labor than to use machinery.

Machines need gasoline and repairs. People don’t.

If they get sick, you just get another one.

Here are the kinds of houses the workers live

in in the country.

This is a scene you can see frequently in El

Salvador, both in the streets and in the towns as

you travel by bus. The buses are stopped by

soldiers. They make everyone get out and put up

their hands while they’re frisked. If anyone looks

“suspicious,” they are taken away.

Here is the result of all that violence: many
people—women, children and men—take refuge in

the churches. The Catholic Church in El Salvador

is doing marvelous work. They are taking in all

the people they can, although at times they don’t

have the money to do so. Many of these people

have spent from two to three years inside a church

without being able to get out!

Here you can see people surrounding a grave.

They have found a family member dead and now
are burying him. They often bury people in the

gardens of their houses, because they’re afraid of

reprisals if they take the body to the cemetery.

This is another result of the violence—children

flee from their villages, homes and towns when
they are attacked. Often they are separated from

their families. They run into the fields or up into

the hills. Their parents may have been killed. They
are lost and wander around from town to town
until someone takes them in and gives them food

and clothing.

Where it is difficult for refugees to get across

borders, they take refuge in the mountains where

they are often protected by the guerrillas. When

the guerrillas know they are going to be attacked

by the army, they’ll take the refugees with them

as they go to another place.

The Mennonites have done a wonderful job of

aiding in the refugee camps. They have built wood-

en structures to replace tents. Now there is the

problem of the government wanting to move the

refugees from the established camps further inland

away from the borders. All the terrain would be

left behind as a military camp for the maneuvers.

If the refugees are moved inland, no one would

know what might happen to them. The maneuvers

may have started by now. We don’t know for sure.

Since we’ve been in this country, we’ve been almost

completely without information. The maneuvers

were to be part of what is called Grenadier I. The

armies of El Salvador, Honduras, and possibly

Guatemala will join the United States army in these

war games. The refugee camps are desired to house

all the military personnel.

This is a picture of one of the doctors from the

camps. He is part of a group known as Doctors

Without Borders, a French organization which has

other doctors participating to meet the needs. The

other doctors are from Spain and Switzerland.

They are doing wonderful work, too.

Here is a small camp school. They try to keep

the children as busy as possible, teaching them to

read and write for the future.

This is a cotton field in Guatemala. They use

the same system as El Salvador, bringing the Maya
Indians down from the mountains to harvest the

cotton and paying them as little as possible.

Molly: We have been saying things which, per-

haps, you knew already; so excuse us if that is so.

The great surprise we have found in the United

States is the many people who know about Central

America. That gives us hope.
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Friends in Zen

by Daniel Kjeme, Salem Meeting, Oregon

That was the heading on the sign I posted on a

blank wall in St. Thomas’ Conference Center at

North Pacific Yearly Meeting this summer. It was

an invitation to those interested, involved, or curious

to meet during the only “free time” of the tightly-

scheduled four-day session to (as I phrased it to

myself) compare notes. I was frankly curious as to

whether there were many or any Friends in our

Yearly Meeting who were also involved with a for-

mal meditation practice—sitting with a group, in-

volvement with a teacher, ritual-and how they

(we) put it together with being Quakers.

Six or eight people showed up-some of whom
practice zazen, some vipassana (a fairly structured

form of meditation from the Theravada tradition),

some yoga, some, indeed, simply curious. Probably

about half are involved with a sitting or meditation

group other than Friends. There was one ordained

Zen priest.

We traded stories and found common threads:

for us, formal practice and Friends Meeting com-

plement and complete each other, each filling a

different need.

We agreed that the structure of practice, the

guidance of a teacher, even the ritual, provide

support. Daily zazen enables me to maintain mind-

fulness through the week in a way that (for me,

at times) a weekly Meeting for Worship does not.

A teacher can often help you get through hard

spots by showing her (ah, sadly, it is usually his)

experience of the same place in the road. Always

there is the goading to “get deeper”! Ritual is a

challenge, and a question: to whom or what am I

lighting this incense, making this bow? Eventually,

the whole world bows, and not to itself, either.

“Buddha nature pervades the whole universe

existing right here now.”

But American Zen is new and raw, still struggling

to translate terms and insights into our idiom.

Some roshis seem to go through a kind of culture

shock, which sends ripples through the small, intense

world of practitioners, not yet firmly established as

a living community.

Friends are a living community—if we’re lucky.

The warmth, the weaving of generations, shared

history, care for each other and the whole human

world are truly summed in the phrase, “the life of

the Meeting.” It is to this life, again and again,

that I return.

Like the fact of my participating in Buddhist

ritual, the historical fact of Quakerism’s appear-

ance in the Christian tradition is a challenge and

a question: who is Jesus, and who am I? Eventu-

ally, sitting still in Meeting, I know the words of

Paul:

“Not I, but Christ lives in me.”

If I take this back to my teacher, I know what

the reply will be: that’s good, but who is thatl

Show me. . .
go deeper!

So. We compared notes, both at that meeting

and throughout the weekend at St. Thomas. I hope

we will continue. I think we have something here,

although I’m not sure what it is.

It reminds me of Gregory Bateson’s analogy

between stereoscopic vision and the synergistic

influence of two types, fields, outlooks of know-

ledge on each other: a new dimension appears.

Or it’s like learning a language. When we learn a

language well, we don’t need to translate from the

new tongue to our mother one: we have changed

our mind ,
our form of thought, and in so doing

we see the world in a new way. There is something

deeper than these words.

Wholehearted practice of another way (as it

speaks to our condition) and deep knowledge of

our “own” way (however we came by it) leads to

the realization that what we are working on is not

“this” or “that” but what-it-is that includes this

and that: our life.

And then: what do we do with our life? Once

we know, carried in the center, that there is no

separation, it is plain: we do what is before us to

do, one thing at a time, in faithfulness.

Will this mix things up? Do we make our Zen

more Friendly or our meetinghouses like zendos?

I wouldn’t fret. When my local sitting group was

going through the process of incorporation, I sub-
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mitted a draft set of by-laws cribbed wholesale

from the PYM Faith and Practice for consideration.

It was reviewed carefully and courteously rejected—

too strange. But I notice that, in our Zen business

meetings, we listen to each other and seem not to

need to vote. Again, in Meeting for Worship, Sunday

after Sunday for over two years, I sat in solid, serene

silence—and wondered, away from Meeting, if

samadhi foreclosed vocal ministry. But one recent

Sunday, I was answered with a message that came

from that same still place and left me quaking

indeed.

There is no need to worry about mixing Zen

and Quakerism, Buddha and Christ, because what

we are really working on—all of us—is more funda-

mental than these words.

In the end, it is our practice.

In the end, it is our life.

Peace and Friendship Caravan 1984

Charles and Etta Marie James of Eastside

Monthly Meeting, Bellevue, Washington, visited

twenty East and West Pact countries in three and

a half months as members of the Peace and Friend-

ship Caravan 1984.

Sponsored by Argenta Meeting and endorsed

by Canadian and North Pacific Yearly Meetings,

the caravan was conceived and planned by Sigurd

Askevold of Creston, B.C. Sigurd made two trips

to Ottawa to visit the embassies of the countries

involved and wrote 2000 letters in the three years

the project was being planned. There were seven-

teen caravan members, ranging in age from 1 1 to

73—three Americans, one Norwegian and thirteen

Canadians.

The purpose of the caravan was to get better

acquainted with the people of Europe, to share

with them our concern for peace, and to take home
their ideas and understandings and so build friend-

ship. We gave letters in their own languages to heads

of governments, to mayors and city councils, letters

encouraging East-West twinning of cities and the

exchange of young people. We met with officials

and with peace groups and organizations working

in different ways to meet the challenge of modern

scientific war. Since the caravan traveled by car

and stayed mostly in youth hostels, members were

able to meet casually with young people and with

travelers from Africa, South America and the Middle

East. People seemed to appreciate the effort put

into the caravan, our expressed concern for their

welfare, our willingness to learn and understand

what they were doing. Our four cars carried signs

printed in five languages. One sign displayed Vera

Brittain’s statement, “Above all nations is humanity.

As we passed along city streets and country roads,

people smiled, raised their hats and waved in

approval. The Jameses came home determined to

work with better understanding to take away the

occasion for war.

Dialogue for Peace

“Dialogue for Peace: American and Soviet Per-

ceptions of the Arms Race” will bring together

four to eight participants from the USA and the

USSR for two weeks of conference and field visits

which will “examine and share mutual viewpoints

on the problems of foreign policy goals, nuclear

weapons systems and strategies, and arms reduction

proposals.”

Delegates are being selected and paired with

Soviet counterparts in four areas: academic, policy

matters (Party Secretariat and government advisors),

education (Peace Committee), and media, grass

roots organizations (Volunteer/public groups).

Participants will come to West Newbury,

Massachusetts from the USSR October 8-22, 1984,

and in 1985 Americans will return the conference

and exchange visit, continuing the dialogue, which

is being arranged by the American Soviet Cultural

Exchange, of which AFSC is a co-sponsor.

(This announcement comes to Friends Bulletin

from John MacDougall, Acton Massachusetts

Meeting, whose article, “The Soviet Union: Some

Impressions” was published in May, 1983.)
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Book Review

by Femer Nuhn, Claremont Meeting

An Intentional Life

Deserter from Violence: Experiments with

Gandhi’s Truth, by Franklin Zahn. Philosophical

Library, New York. $10.95 (postage 63 i). Avail-

able from AFSC bookstores in Pasadena and San

Francisco and Quaker bookstores in Philadelphia

and London.

Franklin Zahn’s autobiography is an account of

his efforts to live an intentional life. It is in many
ways a classical pacifist record; it is also a highly

personal document, written in extensive and at

times confessional detail. It is a most interesting

book.

Readers will recognize many of the influences,

problems and challenges which came Franklin’s way.

These include the influence of Gandhi and of

American peace leaders such as Kirby Page and

Allen Hunter. Franklin heard Page and Hunter as

a student at Cal Tech in Pasadena and Gandhi’s way
of non-violence gradually became a guiding principle

in his life. The question of vocation was resolved

by Franklin when he gave up a promising career in

automotive engineering which was tied to military

armaments. Meditation and prayer were important

to Franklin who was fortunate in being able to have

two periods of time at Gerald Heard’s prayer and

study community in Trabuco Canyon. During

World War II and the draft, Franklin registered as

a conscientious objector without the backing of the

Christian Science Church in which he had been

brought up. He served in a government Civilian

Public Service Camp but decided it was a form of

military conscription and walked out of camp.

This resulted in Franklin’s trial and a week in jail,

one of three such experiences. During nuclear

bomb testing, Franklin signed on a ship that

intentionally violated the test zone in the Pacific

which led to another arrest and stint in jail. In

witness against the civil defense and backyard

shelter programs, Franklin worked two years in

India for the Fellowship of Reconciliation helping

to build houses for people who really needed shel-

ter. Simple living, justice, healing, integration were

witnessed to as Franklin built his own small house

in a minority area of Pomona, built and rented

houses to minority families, did health counselling,

became a prison visitor for the AFSC and joined

Claremont Friends Meeting. Franklin lives at a

non-taxable income level by putting excess funds

into a trust for the benefit of peace organizations

and in general seeks to live a religiously-guided life.

This book does not have the spareness of a

classic spiritual history. It is an inclusive chronicle,

written with humor and relish, illustrated with

family pictures and personal memorabilia of all

sorts. There are some puzzling aspects. Though

the author sees the kingdom of God as the chief

goal of life, it seems unclear whether the world

is a real venue for that potential kingdom, or

whether—as the Christian Science leader taught—

the world is at best a “counterfeit” of reality, sub-

ject to amelioration but not salvation. There is a

question, too, about the purpose of the explicit

sexual material in the book. If meant as biograph-

ical information, it would seem unnecessarily

detailed, but if meant as truth-seeking in a rigorous

Gandhian sense, it appears inconclusive. There is,

however, a disarming candor throughout the book,

as if to leave the writer quite defenseless. The result

is the story of an unusual life, with glimpses, too,

of other actors and events in a significant historical

period. It is unfortunate that the book lacks an

index, a feature I trust will be remedied in any

future edition.
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Canadian Yearly Meeting

by Mildred M. Burck, Corvallis Meeting

There were 215 Friends gathered for Canadian

Yearly Meeting August 13 to 19 at Trinity Western

College, located east of Vancouver, B.C., in a rural

setting surrounded by trees.

A preliminary retreat was held around the sub-

ject of “Growing Together as a Friends Meeting,”

and was led by Jean and Tony Brown who came

as Woodbrooke-on-the-Road. The Browns also

stayed for Yearly Meeting. Tony led Bible study

each morning and Jean spoke one evening on the

theme, “Held by a Thread.” She quoted from

London Yearly Meeting's Christian Faith and

Practice
,
“Its purpose is to make Friends aware

of the inheritance, not that they should be en-

slaved or fettered by the past, but that they may
find guidance and inspiration today in the faith and

practice of their predecessors.” She questioned,

“How do we convey the richness of that inheritance

to our members?” and “What do we pass on to the

next generation?” She told about the FWCC book-

let called “Isolated Friends—a Handbook for Quakers

Living in Countries and Cultures Not Their Own.”
Thursday was kept free for excursions. A charter

bus enabled a large group to see many places of

interest. Others went by car in smaller groups.

Canadian Yearly Meeting belongs to Friends

United Meeting, Friends General Conference and

the World Council of Churches. Members are active

in each of these. “Documents in Advance,” includ-

ing State of Society reports, were sent out so that

we had them in hand as Friends spoke to the reports.

Their Camp Neekaunis, located on Lake Huron, is

used by adults and young people. They are working

on their Discipline. This year they considered a

section on Marriage and another on Committees of

Care and Clearness. The Canadian Friends Service

Committee is a committee of the Yearly Meeting.

The twenty-five Meetings of Canadian Yearly

Meeting are spread from coast to coast, but more

than half are in Ontario. At the time of the reunion

of the three Yearly Meetings in 1955, some of the

Meetings had pastoral leadership. Since then, as

pastors have not been replaced, these Meetings

have become non-pastoral.

It was a joy to be there. Mildred Kane and I

are delighted to have been able to attend their

sessions, participate in worship and interest groups,

and meet old and new friends who are Friends.

Friends United Meeting

by Femer Nuhn, Claremont Meeting

For the first time in its eighty year history

meeting away from Richmond, Indiana, Friends

United Meeting brought together 500 Friends from

around the world in its triennial sessions, July 12-

18, at Chapman College, Orange, California. Rep-

resenting over half the world’s Quakers in seven-

teen Yearly Meetings, FUM is a melting pot of con-

temporary Quakerism. Friends from a number of

Third World countries and others who are recent

immigrants to our own country met with Friends

of longer historical background. There is vitality

in this interaction.

The daily sessions included a Bible half hour

(with searching studies of Jeremiah by Howard

Macy), worship-sharing groups, some two dozen

work-shops (one in Spanish), plenary sessions,

special music and singing and an evening lecture.

Some twenty persons participated daily in a pre-

breakfast unprogrammed worship meeting.

Vigorous addresses were given by (among

others) Elizabeth Watson, John Perkins (well known
black minister and activist of Mississippi) and Sadie

Vernon (social worker of Central America). John

Perkins’ prescription for creative leadership included

(1) a personal experience of God, (2) a vision of the

world through God’s eyes, (3) personal involvement

in that world.

The most moving event of the sessions was the

receiving into FUM membership of two “separated”

bodies of East African Friends. In a previous meet-

ing of the Representative Committee, a reconcili-

ation had been worked out between the three East

African Yearly Meetings, linking them in a new

constitution. At the plenary session, gracious words

were spoken by the leaders of East Africa Yearly

(Continued on page 52)
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Meeting-South and Elgon Yearly Meeting, followed

by similar words from Thomas Lungaho, long-time

Executive Secretary of EAYM. All eighteen dele-

gates from East Africa, half of them women, then

took part in further celebration of the reunion by

singing songs in their native tongue.

FUM exposed California Friends to the wide

range of Quakerism within this large and inclusive

body. A fraternal delegate from Pacific YM needs

to be prepared for some practices he is not much
used to, such as lots of hymn-singing (led expertly

and enthusiastically by Klane Robinson of

Whittier), an offering every evening, and a great

deal of hand-clapping applause. This last expres-

sion, I have to say, I felt was much overdone.

Of great value, as at other Friends gatherings,

was the opportunity for personal meeting with

individual Friends.

The next FUM triennial will be held in North

Carolina.

Announcements

New Friends Center Planned for Hermosillo

El Centro de Paz, Inc. is a Friends group dedi-

cated to bilateral cooperation and interchange by
people on both sides of the Mexican-U.S. border.

With help from Right Sharing of World Resources,

El Centro has completed two years’ development

work in the highest mountain community in the

state of Sonora. This is an on-going project, with

plans for increased involvement in women’s programs.

El Centro de Paz is now gathering funds for a

Friends Center, to be called Casa Heberto Sein,

in Hermosillo, capital of Sonora. The Center will

serve as a Quaker presence and will house the only

unprogrammed Worship Group north of Mexico D.F.

Tax deductible contributions may be sent to

Claremont Friends Meeting, Box 502, Claremont,

CA 91711. For more details, write to Jeanne Nash,

Box 775, Fort Collins, CO 80522.

Friendly Woman Changes Publishers

Beginning with the Winter, 1985 issue, Friendly

Woman: A Magazine for Quaker Women
,
will be

published by a group of women from Atlanta

(Georgia) Friends Meeting.

The quarterly includes articles, poetry, drawings

and photographs submitted by Quaker women from

all over the U.S. Each issue addresses a theme of

special interest. For their first issue, Atlanta women
have asked writers and artists to address the topic:

“What is a Friendly Woman?”(our values, hopes,

conflicts, and experiences). Submissions not ex-

ceeding 1500 words should be sent by December 1,

1984.

The magazine has been published for ten years

by groups of Quaker women who have volunteered

their time and talents. Approximately every two

years a new group of women takes on the task.

Friendly Woman has been published by women in

Minneapolis (MN), New York (NY), Philadelphia

(PA), Chicago (IL), Santa Cruz (CA), and—most
recently—Seattle (WA).

The costs of publishing and mailing the maga-

zine are covered by subscription fees and donations.

Subscriptions are available for $6 (regular), $10

(contributing), or $4 (low income). Tax-deductible

donations can be made.

To subscribe, make a donation, or submit mate-

rial to Friendly Woman, write to: Friendly Woman,
c/o Quaker House, 1384 Fairview Rd. NE, Atlanta,

GA 30306.

Correction:

Honolulu Meeting reports that the marriage

of Phyllis Draper and Jim Poorbaugh,

announced in Friends Bulletin, did not take

place.
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Dear Friends,

Arching over the elders’ benches in New York

City’s Fifteenth Street Meeting is a tall sounding

board. Installed years ago, it was meant to help the

acoustics in that great hall, which are still dreadful.

Only the clearest voices can be heard. Since most

messages are essentially personal, most of them re-

mained private. After one meeting, I told a Friend

sitting only a few seats away from me that I appreci-

ated the portion of her message I’d heard, but wish-

ed she had spoken louder so I could have heard it

all. “I speak from my feelings,” she said. “I don’t

care whether anyone hears me or not.”

Well, I cared. Straining so often to hear what

was said in Fifteenth Street Meeting, I entertained

a most unQuakerly fancy: painted in huge letters

across that useless sounding board these words—

SPEAK UP OR SHUT UP. If a message deserves

to be shared, it deserves to be heard.

Messages are few in our little Meeting. Too
often I miss what is said. My hearing is normal,

but it can’t cope with words that privately die in

the speaker’s chest. Reports are seldom spell-

binding. They became quickly tedious a few weeks

ago at Quarterly Meeting in the Albuquerque

Friends’ Church because they were so hard to hear.

Most of them were given by speakers who remained

seated. The moment a speaker arose, he or she could

be heard.

Standing while speaking is an old Quaker tradi-

tion, and a good one. It is a courtesy—particularly

to those who have hearing problems. And by sitting

down, the speaker clearly indicates when he or she

is finished.

Brinton Turkle, Santa Fe Meeting

Memorial Minutes

Ann D. Combs

On May 4, 1984, Ann D. Combs died in Oakland,

California at age 84. She had been an active mem-
ber of San Francisco Meeting for 30 years and, since

1980, a member of Strawberry Creek Friends Meet-

ing in Berkeley.

Ann rarely spoke to others of her personal life

or of her past. Many did not know that she was

born July 19, 1899, in Somerville, Massachusetts

or that her mother was Jewish. In her spiritual

quest she was for a brief period a Christian Scientist

before finding Quakers nearest to her heart. Ann
cherished our religious freedom and through her

work associations took the opportunity to learn

about other religious traditions, including

Catholicism.

She became a member of San Francisco Meeting

in 1950, when the members totaled only 16. She

served San Francisco Meeting in almost every pos-

sible capacity. She organized the Meeting Library

and was its first librarian. She was Meeting Clerk,

Treasurer and Recorder, and served on nearly every

other committee. Ann found Meeting for Worship

the most important part of being a Friend. The

organizational and managerial skills that Ann brought

to the service of Friends were also highly esteemed

in the many years of her professional life in the

business world, work which continued until her

death.

During her five years at Strawberry Creek

Meeting, Ann shared frequent messages centered

on the Lord’s Prayer and other scripture. “Thy
will be done” was a recurring theme in her minis-

try and a single-minded commitment in her life.

Through meditation, reading and study she con-

ducted a personal search for guidance in living and

on being faithful to the Spirit—which seemed con-

stantly to be rocking her out of any comfortable

position she found. Though she took her studying

very seriously, Ann was quick to laugh at herself,

especially when she caught herself claiming to know
better than God. She also enjoyed drawing atten-

tion to her very short stature and remarking how
her height gave her a unique affinity with children.

(Continued on page 54)
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Ann was an outgoing person. She always made

a special effort to approach newcomers in Meeting

and to make them feel welcome. She was sensitive

to those in personal turmoil and gave her attention

and support to seeing them through. One of Ann’s

outstanding roles in both Meetings was that of

adoptive grandmother to children of all ages. She

was proud to be called “Grannie Annie” by many
families and children. Among the Friends who will

miss her are the many children of whom she was

very fond.

Charles A. Kelly

Our dear Friend, Charles Anderson Kelly, whose

life we are now remembering with thankfulness, was

born July 20, 1899, in Butte, Montana; and died

on March 3, 1984, in San Francisco. His parents,

George and Mary Anderson Kelly, died while Charles

was an infant. He was brought up by an aunt in

Delaware. This early deprivation of intimate paren-

tal nurture may account for Charles’ being drawn to

families. Whenever parents and children opened

their hearts and homes to him, he was happy.

Charles was trained in office work at which he

earned his living until his retirement. While he was

living and working in New York City, he came

under the spell of the theatre and poetry, both of

which he loved all his life. At this period also he

became acquainted with the Fellowship of Reconcili-

ation and with the Society of Friends. He attended

the Meeting on 15th Street in New York
On March 9, 1938, he married a poet and teacher,

Jane Bogart Arms. Although they separated early

in marriage, Charles and Jane Arms remained friends.

Charles kept her picture and a volume of her poems

beside his bed until these last years of forgetfulness

and confusion when his personal mementos were

put away.

When Charles retired to Phoenix, Arizona, his

earlier association with Friends in New York led

him to look for Friends in Phoenix. He was instru-

mental in founding the Phoenix Monthly Meeting.

Charles was their first clerk. He then became a mem-

ber of the Religious Society of Friends, his member-

ship being transferred to this Meeting in 1960.

However, before arriving in San Francisco he spent

a few years in Pasadena, working in the AFSC office

and forming a close friendship with the family of

Ed and Marian Sanders, a friendship which became

an important part of his life.

Charles was the resident host of the Friends

Center on Sutter Street and employed in the cloth-

ing program of the AFSC until the Meeting and the

Service Committee moved to the present Center.

After the transfer of his membership to San

Francisco Meeting, Charles became a member of

the Ministry and Oversight Committee, his chief

concerns being the greeting of attenders at the door

on Sunday mornings and the writing of countless

loving letters to absent members and attenders. As

we record, in the words of British Friends, this

testimony to the grace of God in the life of our

beloved Friend, we recognize that Charles was wel-

coming persons into the family and keeping them

in this relationship as long as he had the strength

to do so.

The time of Charles’ young manhood in New
Yo rk City was the time of Edna St. Vincent

Millay’s fame. She was probably the poet Charles

loved best. In a collection of her lyrics, he called

attention to a poem, “The Blue Flag in a Bog,”

and to this particular stanza expressing the thoughts

of the dead:

Gay the lights of heaven showed,

And ‘twas God who walked ahead;

Yet I wept along the road,

Wanting my own house instead.

We thank you, O God, that this Meeting was to

Charles a spiritual house to which he gave so much
love and service.
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(Guest Editorial: Cont. from page 42)

At a banquet given by Mayor Araki on the even-

ing of August 5, 1 sat opposite a member of the

Diet who surprised me by saying in perfect English,

“Floyd, I have a copy of your Mount Rainier book.”

I did not have opportunity to speak with him later

to learn how he came by it.

My wife Tomiko could not accompany me, so

I took Jean Walkinshaw (the City paid all our

expenses, first class). Jean is an attender at

University Meeting and was a worker with us in

Hiroshima in 1951 . She produces educational

films for Public T.V. and is making a half-hour

documentary of the trip. I have seen the tape and

it is good. There is still a big job of editing, but it

will be on Public T.V. late this year or early next.

I’ll try to let you know.

Christoper Beck & Company Dance/Theater

Christopher Beck, Friend from San Francisco

Meeting, invites Friends to a series of performances

in the northern California area during November
and early December —

In San Francisco: November 8, 9, and 10 at

Centerspace, 2840 Mariposa Street.

In Ukiah: November 16 and 17 at Ukiah Play-

house, 1041 Fow Gap Road.

In Petaluma: November 30 and December 1 at

the Cinnebar Theater, 3333 Petaluma Blvd.

North.

All performances begin at 8:00 p.m. Tickets

are available at the door. Admission is $7.00

($5.00 low income).

The same four works choreographed by

Christopher Beck will be performed at each

concert.

Harold Carson, Eastside Meeting

Molly Barnett, Epistle Committee Clerk

The AFSC 1985 Calendar

Each month has an appealing photo of someone

who is part of an American Friends Service Com-
mittee program, either in this country or overseas.

Each month also has a thought-provoking quotation.

Religious holidays of the world’s major religions

are shown. To order, send $6.00 for each calendar

(postage and tax included) to: AFSC Calendar,

2160 Lake Street, San Francisco, CA 94121.
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Flying with Marc Chagall

The angel of Marc Chagall flies over the roofs of

the world.

He has arms that give directions to a blue green

horse

below him. The horse has one rosy wing and the

body

of a chicken, a head that looks back over its

shoulder,

stick legs feathering out to nothing. Safe in all

that strange air, animal and angel keep moving.

The angel

separates ribbons of a deep and different blue,

almost

purple, streamers left over from the hours closest

to morning.

Suspended beneath Presence, the little horse has

no need

of messages or apples. Even his frayed legs are

unimportant

with the eyes of the angel looking down so intent

and tender

they are shut to see. Through every blessed hour

some guardian

watches over and protects blue chickens and green

horses,

any combination willing to chance it, and fly.

Jeanne Lohmann
San Francisco Meeting
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Monthly and Quarterly Meetings Please Note

Friends Bulletin Committee approved new edito-

rial policy in its August meeting which requires

notification of Monthly and Quarterly Meetings

regarding the publication of vital statistics, Quarter-

ly Meeting reports, and Memorial Minutes:

1 - Meetings are asked to send to the editor all

vital statistics which they wish published.

2 - Quarterly Meetings are requested to send

to the editor notice of action minutes or new pro-

cedures which would be of interest to other Meet-

ings, not full written reports of the entire gathering

as previously published. The editors will then pub-

lish a Quarterly Meeting news column periodically.

3 - Memorial Minutes are to be limited for pub-

lication to 200 words. If Meetings wish to submit

longer minutes, they may do so, with the under-

standing that the editors will shorten them.

These changes are necessary as Friends Bulletin

seeks to make the best use of its limited space.


